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Abstract-Suppose that X is a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X - X is a demicontin- 
uous (not necessarily Lipschitz) #-strongly accretive operator. It is proved that the Ishikawa iterative 
method with errors converges strongly to the solutions of the equations f = TX and f = z+Tx, respec- 
tively. A related result deals with the approximation of fixed points of +-strongly pseudocotitractive 
operators. Our results extend, improve, and unify the recent results obtained by Chidume [1,2] and 
Zhou [3]. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a normed linear space. An operator T with domain D(T) and range R(T) in X is 
called accretive [4] if for all 2, y E D(T) and all t 2 0, the following inequality is satisfied: 
/Ix - YII < 115 - Y + Vz - TYN. (1.1) 
The accretive operators were introduced independently in 1967 by Browder [4] and Kato [5]. 
Interest in accretive operators stems mainly from their firm connection with the existence the- 
ory for nonlinear evolution equations in Banach spaces. It is well known that many physically 
significant problems can be modeled in terms of an initial value problem of the form 
$fTu=O, 21(O) = uo, 
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where T is accretive in an appropriate Banach space. An early fundamental result in the theory 
of accretive operators, due to Browder, states that the initial value problem (1.2) is solvable if T 
islocally Lipschitz and accretive on X. Browder established also that if T : X ---f X is locally 
Lipschitz and accretive, then T is m-accretive. That is, the operator (I + T), where I denotes the 
identity operator on X, is surjective. Martin [6] and Morales [7] generalized indeed the results of 
Browder to both continuous accretive operators and strongly accretive and continuous operators. 
For a Banach space X we shall denote by J the normalized duality mapping from X into 2x’ 
given by 
J(z) = {.f’ E X* : Re(s,f*) = ]]f*]]’ = ]]x]]‘}, z E X, 
where X* denotes the dual space of X and (., .) denotes the generalized duality pairing. It is 
known that X is a uniformly smooth Banach space if and only if J is single valued and uniformly 
continuous on any bounded subset of X. 
An operator T with domain D(T) and range R(T) in X 1s said to be strongly accretive if for 
all z,Y E D(T), there exist J’(X - Y) E J(a: - Y) and a constant Ic > 0 such that 
Re(Ta: - Ty,j(z - Y)) 2 kllz - Y]]‘. (1.3) 
Without loss of generality we may assume k E (0,l). It is known that T is accretive if and only 
if for all s,y E D(T), there exist J’(X - y) E J(x - y) such that Re(Tz - Ty, j(s - y)) > 0. 
Furthermore, T is called &strongly accretive if for all z, y E D(T) there exist j(z - Y) E J(z - y) 
and a strictly increasing function 4 : [0, co) + [0, co) with 4(O) = 0 such that 
Re(Ta: - ~y,j(a: - y)) 2 d(IIx - YII)II~ - yII. (14 
The classes of operators introduced above have been studied by various researchers (see, for 
example [l-15]). It is shown in [14] that the class of strongly accretive operators is a proper 
subclass of the class of $-strongly accretive operators. 
If T : X + X is strongly accretive and the following equation: 
f = TX (1.5) 
has a solution, methods for approximating the solution have been investigated by a few re- 
searchers. Chidume [9] obtained that if X = L, (or IP), p > 2, and T : X ---f X is a Lipschitz 
strongly accretive operator, then an iteration method introduced by Mann [13] can be used to ap- 
proximate the solution of (1.5). Chidume [1,2] and Zhou [3] extended the result of Chidume [9] to 
both uniformly smooth Banach spaces and the Ishikawa iteration methods. Recently, Osilike [I41 
generalized the above results to Lipschitz $-strongly accretive operators. 
The objective of this paper is to study the iterative approximation of solutions to the equa- 
tions (1.5) and f = x + TX in the case when X is an arbitrary uniformly smooth Banach space 
and T : X --+ X is a demicontinuous @strongly accretive operator. A few related results deal 
with the approximation of fixed points of &strongly pseudocontractive operators. Our results 
extend, improve, and unify most of the results due to Chidume [1,2] and Zhou [3]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we state concepts and lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. 
(a) (See [ll].) Let K be a nonempty convex subset of X and let T : K --) K be an operator. 
For any given za E K the sequence {x~},“,~ defined by 
%+I = (1 - a,)~, + a,Tyn, n 2 0, 
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is called the Ishikawa iteration sequence, where {a,}~?-, and {bn}rzo are real sequences 
in [0, l] satisfying appropriate conditions. 
(See [13].) In particular, if b, = 0 for all n 2 0, then the sequence {x,}~& defined by 
x0 E K, %+1 = (1 - %)Gl+ %~~n, 
is called the Mann iteration sequence. 
n 2 0, 
(See [12].) Let K be a nonempty convex subset of X and let T : K + K be an operator. 
For any given x0 E K the sequence {z~}~=~ c K defined iteratively by 
x,+1 = (I- a,&, + 4% + G, n L 0, 
yn = (1 - bn)xcn + b,Tx, + u,, n L 0, 
where {un}rCO and {w~}~=~ are two summable sequences in X (i.e., Cczp=, IIu,Ij < cz 
and C,“=, II~,II < 00)~ {a,Eo and {b,}FCo are real sequences in [O, l] satisfying suitable 
conditions, is called the Ishikawa iteration sequence with errors. 
(See [12].) If, with K,T and x0 as in (c), the sequence {x~}~=~ c K defined iteratively 
by 
x,+1 = (1 - un)x, + a,Tx, + un: n 1 0, 
where {u~}~=~ is a summable sequence in X and {u,}~=~ is real sequence in [0, l] satis- 
fying suitable conditions, is called the Mann iteration sequence with errors. 
clear that the Ishikawa and Mann iterative processes are all special cases of the Ishikawa 
and Mann iterative processes with errors, respectively. 
Recall that X is said to be uniformly smooth if the modulus of smoothness of X, defined by 
PX(7) = sup {a (Ilx + Yll + llx - Yll) - 1 : II41 = 1, IIYII I T} 7 
satisfies px(~)/~ --+ 0 as 7 + 0. For a real number p > 1, X is said to be puniformly smooth if 
there exists a constant c > 0 such that px(r) 5 crp for 0 < r < 00. It is known that L, (or lp) 
and puniformly smooth Banach spaces are uniformly smooth, where p > 1. 
The following lemmas play crucial roles in the proofs of our main results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that X is a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X + X is a demi- 
continuous &strongly accretive operator. Then the equation TX = f has a unique solution for 
any f E X. 
PROOF. Given f E X and n 1 1, define T, : X --+ X by T,x = (l/n)x + TX for all x E X. 
Then T, is demicontinuous and for any x, y E D(T), 
Re(T,x - T,y, J(x - y)) 1 $11~ - ~11’ + 4(IIx - YII)IIX - YII 
2 ; 11% - Yl12. 
(2.1) 
That is T, is strongly accretive. Since T, is demicontinuous, it follows from [lo, Theorem 13.11 
that the equation T,x = f has a solution x, E X. In view of (2.1) we have 
dllxn - ~III)II~~ - ~111 I WTnx, - T,n, J(x, - XI)) 
= Re f - i XI- Txl, J(xn - xi) 
> 
= Re 
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which implies that ~(I[z~ - ~111) < 11~1 /I. Consequently, {s,}~=, is a bounded sequence. This 
yields that 
IITG - fll = t Il~nll * 0, as n. - co. (2.2) 
Note that for all n > 0 and m > 0, 
which means that {z~},“,~ is a Cauchy sequence. Hence, {z~},“,~ converges to some p E X. 
Since T is demicontinuous, we conclude that Tp = f by (2.2). 
Suppose that the equation TX = f has another solution q E X - {p}. Then 
0 = Re(O - % 4~ - 4) 2 NIP - ~ll)llp - dl 
which implies that d(IIp - 411) = 0. Since 4 is strictly increasing, 4(O) = 0 and lip - ql/ > 0, 
so that 4(1/p - 411) > 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore, the equation TX = f has a unique 
solution in X. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See 1151.) Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space. Then there exists a 
nondecreasing continuous function b : [0, m) + [0, co) satisfying the conditions 
(i) b(0) = 0, b(d) 5 cb(t) for all t 2 0 and c 2 1, and 
(ii) 112 + ~11~ I 11412 + 2 Reb, J(z)) + =411411 ~ll~llvllbMl) for all X,Y E X. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let {a,}~& be a nonnegative and bounded sequence and 4 : [0, co) --+ [0, m) be 
strictly increasing and 4(O) = 0. Assume that A(a,) = ($(an))/(l + a, + 4(a,)) for all n 2 0. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(iii) inf{A(a,) : n 10) = 0; 
(iv) inf{4(an) : n > 0) = 0; 
(v) there exists a subsequence {a,,}r=O of {a,}:!, such that a,, -+ 0 as k + m. 
PROOF. Note that 0 < A(a,) < 4(a,) f or all n > 0. This means that (iv) implies that (iii). 
Set inf{4(a,) : n 2 0) = T. Suppose that T > 0. Since {a,}rTO is bounded, there exists d > 0 
satisfying a, 5 d for all n 2 0. It follows that A(u,) 2 r/(1 + d + 4(d)) for all n 2 0. It is clear 
that 
inf{A(u,) : n 2 0) > 
l+dT+qS(d) “’ 
That is, (iii) implies that (iv). 
Assume that (iv) holds. Then there is a subsequence {u,,}~?~ of {u,}rZO satisfying 4(u,,) + 0 
as k --f 00. It follows from boundedness of {u,}FFO that there exists a subsequence {an,.. },w==, 
of {a,,}~?_, such that a,, + t as j -+ co. Clearly, t 2 0. We claim that t = 0. If not, 
then t > 0. Therefore, theri exists a subsequence {unkjm }EZo of {u,,~ }y==, with a,,l_ 2 (l/2) t 
for all m 2 0. Note that 4 is strictly increasing. Thus, 
This is a contradiction. Hence, (iv) implies (v). 
Assume that (v) holds. If inf{4(u,) : n 2 0) = s > 0, then 4(u,) 2 s for all n 2 0. Since 4 is 
strictly increasing, a, 2 $~-l(s) > 0 for all n 2 0. Therefore, each subsequence of {un}r& does 
not converge to zero. This is a contradiction. Hence, (v) implies (iv). This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let X = (--00,~) with the usual norm. Then X is a p-uniformly smooth Banach 
space. 
PROOF. Let T E (0,l) be fixed. Note that [lzll = 1 and llyll 5 7 imply that z E {-l,l} 
and y E [--7,~] c (-l,l). There exist two cases as follows. 
CASE 1. Let z = -1 and y E [-T,T]. Then 
; ([Ix + yll + 11x - yll) - 1 = ; (1 - y + 1 + y) - 1 = 0. 
CASE 2. Let z = 1 and y E [--7,~]. Then 
f ([Ix + yll + l/x - yll) - 1 = ; (1 + y + 1 - y) - 1 = 0. 
Therefore, px(~) = 0 for T E (0,l). It is easy to see that X is a p-uniformly smooth Banach 
space. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.5. (See 151.) Let X be an arbitrary Banach space. Then for all x,y E X and t > 0, 
IIIcIJ < I/x + tyll if and only if there exists j E J(x) such that Re(y,j) 2 0. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Our main results are as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X -+ X be a demicon- 
tinuous &strongly accretive operator. Assume that {u,}~~~, {w,}~=, are sequence in X and 
{arJ~0, @?I)FzlI are sequences in [0, l] satis&ing the conditions 
Then for any given f E X, the sequence {z,}~=, defined for arbitrary ~0 E X by 
Yn = (1 - ~,)x, + b,(f + 2, - TX,) + un, n 2 0, 




converges strongly to the solution of the equation TX = f provided that 
either the sequences {x~ - Tz,}Eo and {yn - Ty,}go 
or the sequences {Tz,}rCo and {Ty,}rCo are bounded. (3.4) 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the equation TX = f has a unique solution q E X. 
Define S : X --+ X by Sx = f + (I - T)x for all x E X. It is easy to see that S is demicontinuous 
and q is a unique fixed point of S. It follows that for any x, y E X, 
Re(Sx - SY, J(x -Y)) I [lb - YII - 4(11x - YII)IIIx - YII 
< lb - YII~(~ - 4x - YII)L 
(3.5) 
where A(llx - yII) = 9(/1x - yll)/(l + [lx - YII + 4(11x - ~11)) E i&l) for all X,Y E X. Set 
max{ll~nll : n 10) = N, 
d = sup{ IISx, - qll + Ilsy, - 4 : 72 2 0) + 11x0 - qll (3.6) 
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and 
and M + N = IA. (3.7) 
Since T is &strongly accretive, so that for any z, y E X, 
Re(Tz - Ty, 4~ - ~1) 2 d4I~ - ~ll)ll~ - YII, 
which implies that 
Observe that 
NIr - YII) 2 IITs - TYII. 
[Isa: - $11 I 112 - YII + IITx - Tyll I C1(/P - TYII) + IF - TYII 
and 
IPa: - SYII < 115 - Tzll + IIY - WI, 
for all z,y E X. Therefore, d, M, and L are bounded by (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4). It is evident to 
verify that 
n-1 
lb, - 411 I d + c lhll L 111, 
k=O 
(3.8) 
IlYn - 411 5 (1 - bL)ll&2 - 4 + bzlIS% - QIJ + llwLll I L, 
for all n > 0. From Lemma 2.2, and (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain that 
(3.9) 
and 
llyn - 9112 i ll(1 - bJ(GI - 4) + bn(SGL - aI2 
+ 2 Re(u,, J((1 - &)(G - n) + b,(Sz, - 4))) 
+ max{lI(l - &)(z, - 4) + b,(Sz, - q)Ill l>ll~~llb(ll~~ll) 
i (1 - bL)211Gl - q/l2 + 2b, Re(Sx, - q, J((l - bn)(zn - 4))) 
+ max{(l - k)ll~ - cdl lPnllS~n - qllb(LllSz~ - q/O 
+ ~1IbnII + ~2ll~nllWnll) 
< (1 - hJ211% - q((’ + &(l - M1 - Nbn - dI))IIZn - q/l2 
+ RibnWn) + ~~/bnlI + ~2ll4lWnll) 
(3. 
ll(1 - %)(GL - 4) + h(SYrL - c7112 
4 
I (1 - GJ211% - qJ12 + 2~(1 - a,) Re(Sy, - ~,J(G - 9)) 
+ ma{(l - h)llh - d,lMS~n - cM4lSyn - q/l) (3.11) 
L (1 - GJ211% - cdl2 + 2anP - 4ll~n - ql12U - 4IIvn - 4)) 
+ %(l - a,) Re(Sy, - 4, J(G, - 4) - J(Y, - q)) + D4anb(an), 
for all n > 0 and some constants D1 > 0, D2 > 0, 03 > 0, and 04 > 0. Using Lemma 2.2, 
and (3.3), (3.10), and (3.11) we have 
/I&L+1 - 4112 5 ll(1 - GL)(Gl - 4) + GL(SYn - s)l12 
+ 2Re(v,, J((1 - a,)(~ - q) + ~,(SY, - 4))) 
+ m=4ll(l - 4(~ - 4) + an(Syn - dll, 1H~nllb(ll~nll) 
5 (1 - Gd211G - q/l2 + 2an(l - a,)(1 - 4llun - nll))llvn - ql12 
+ 2a,(l- a,) Re(Sy, - 4, J(G - 4) - J(Y, - q)) 
+ D4&(4 + D5lbnll + Dshnlib(ibnil) 
I { (1 - u,)~ + 2~0 - 40 - Nlyn - 41)) [Cl - W2 
(3. .2 ) 
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+ 2&P- bn)(l - -WIG - qll))]} 11~ - ql12 
+ 241 - ~41 - A(llvn - qll))Wd(M 
+ Dllbrrll + ~~II~nllb(ll~nll)l 
+ 2a,(l- a,) Re(Sy, - 9, J(G - q) - J(Y, - q)) 
+ D4o,b(o,) + 0511%11 + &b’nlib#‘nII) 
(3.12)(cont.) 
I (1 - A(lly, - qllbn)ll~n - ql12 + D[ad,b(b,) + anll~nll 
+ ~nll~nllb(ll~nll) + 444 + hll + ll~nllb(ll~nll)l 
+ 24lSYTl - ~llllJ(~n -cd - J(Y, - 411, 
for all n 2 0 and some constants D5 > 0, De > 0, and D > 0. Put B = D max{ 1 + b( IIvn 11) : n > 0} 
and 
d, = DW&) + lbnll + lI~nllb(ll~nll) + b(41 + 2dllJ(xc, - 4) - J(Y, - q)ll, 
for all n > 0. Using (3.3), (3.2), (3.6), and (3.8) we have 
lb, - q - (in - 411 5 b,llz, - Sz,I/ + ll~nll + 0, a..sn--tco. (3.13) 
It follows from Lemma 2.2, and (3.2) and (3.13) that 
d, -+ 0, asn+oo. (3.14) 
Note that (3.12) is equivalent to 
llGL+1 - 4112 I 11% - ql12 + [4x - A(IIvn - ~ll)ll~Cn - ql12] an + ~Ibnll~ (3.15) 
Put 
inf{A(lly, - 411) : n 2 0) = t, inf{ llz, - q/l : n > 0} = T. (3.16) 
We assert that 
rt = 0. (3.17) 
Otherwise, rt > 0. Prom (3.14) and (3.16), we infer immediately that there exists an integer m 
such that 
d, < ; r2t, (3.18) 
for all n 2 m. Using (3.15), (3.16), and (3.18) we have 
11% n+~ - d2 I lb - ql12 + [& - r2t] a72 + Wnll I II&l - 4112 - ; +h + mnll, 
which implies that 
; r2t 2 WC < 11% - cdl2 - II&z+1 - 4112 + B 2 llvcll < 00, 
k=m k=m 
for all n 2 m. Therefore, xr,na, < 00 contradicting (3.1). That is, (3.17) holds. 
Now we claim that there exists a positive integers sequence {n,}cc such that 
lim 11~~ - 411 = /i; llyni - 411 = 0. i-00 
(3.19) 
It follows from (3.17) that either t = 0 or r = 0. Suppose that t = 0. In view of Lemma 2.3, we 
conclude that there exists a subsequence { Ilynlni - qll}go of { llyn - qll}~& satisfying limi,, IIyn, - 
qll = 0. By virtue of (3.3), (3.2), (3.6), and (3.8), we infer that 
IIGL, - cdl 5 IIY~ - q/l + b,, ll~n, - Sxn, II + /IG% II + 0, as+cm. 
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Suppose that T = 0. Equation (3.16) means that there exists a subsequence { lI:c,,, ~~ ~~li}z,i of 
{11z,, - qll}pzO satisfying lim,,M llz,, - ql/ = 0. Similarly, we have 
IIYn, - 411 5 II% - 911 + bns Ibnt - S~tll + Ibn? II - 0, as i - cm. 
Hence, (3.19) holds. Using (3.1), (3.2), (3.14), and (3.19), we conclude easily that given c > 0 
there exists a positive integer k satisfying 
Iha, - 411 < 5: 
92 qs (E/2v5) m 
dn < 32 1+ L + d(L)’ 
2 
B c II%+mll < 2’ 
m=o 
E 
max{a,, bn} < ___ 
16Mfi’ 
max{llunll, lb~ll~ < 5 
for all 72 2 nk. Next, we prove by induction that for any i 2 1, 




Suppose that ~~xn,+~-q~~2 2 c2/2SBJlv,,II. Ob viously, 112,,+i -qll 2 e/v?. It follows from (3.3), 
(3.6)-(3.8), and (3.21) that 
IIXTk - 411 2 112,,+1 - Qll - %I, IlSYn, - GL, II - II%, II 2 2- - 2M% 
Jz 
- ll%,l/ > -$ 
and 
IlynL - 411 2 Ilxn, - qll - bn, IWn, - xn, II - llun, II > -$ - 2Mbn, - /IG, II > 5. 
From (3.15), (3.20), and the above inequalities we get that 
; + B ll%ull I II%?+1 - 9112 
I ll%k - 4112 + bn, - A (Ilvnk - 4) llxn, - ql12] anli + B ll~, II 
I II%, - cdl2 + 6, - 
4 (E/m) 9c2 
- 1 + L + d(L) 32 1 a,, + B 11x, II < ;+ B lb,, II > 
which is a contradiction. That is, (3.21) holds for i = 1. Now, assume that (3.21) holds for 
some i > 1. Suppose that 
Then llx,,+i+~ - qll 2 ~/fi and 
IIxnk+i - 411 2 llXnk+i+l - 4/l - %+i lISYn,+i - %,+zll - ll%k+zll 
2 2 - 2Mank+i - ll~~+ill 
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and 
IIYn,+i - 411 L llXw+i - 411 - b,+i llS%.+z - %,+ill - II~n~++zlI 
> .-??-  2Mb,,+, - IIs,+zll 
4Jz 
In view of (3.15) we have 
;+Bkl, %L,+mll I IIGz,+i+1 - cdl2 
m=O 
I II+ve+i - ql12 + [d,*+i - A (Ibnlnk+i - 41) lb,,+, - ql12] an*+% 
+ B ll%,+ill 
L II%+i - 4112 + 4 (4v3 9E2 - L+i - 1 + L + 4(L) 32 1 c++i + B II%,+zll 
a contradiction, so that (3.21) holds for i + 1. Therefore, (3.21) holds for any integers i 2 1. It 
follows from (3.21) and (3.20) that 
IIGb,+i - 411 <
J 
; + B 2 II~,c+mll < 6 
n=O 
for all integers i 2 1. That is, 11~~ - q/l -t 0 as n + ca. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that X is a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X -+ X is a 
demicontinuous &strongly accretive operator. Assume that {u~}~!~, {v~};!~ are sequences 
in X and {GJZO, @,}Eo axe sequences in [0, l] satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Then for any 
given f E X, the sequence {z,}~=~ defined for arbitrary 50 E X by 
yn = (1 - b&n + bn(f - Txn) + u,, n 2 0, 
x,+1 = (1 - 4~ + an(f - TY,) + wn, n L 0, 
(3.22) 
converges strongly to the solution of the equation x + TX = f provided that 
either the sequences {z, + Tx,}~=~ and {yn + Ty,}rzo 
or the sequences {Tx,}~~~ and {Ty,}rEo are bounded. 
(3.23) 
PROOF. Put S = I+T. It is easy to see that S is a demicontinuous &strongly accretive operator 
and 
f-TX==-(S-I)z=f+x-Sx, 
for all x E X. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that {z,}~=~ converges strongly to the solution of 
the equation Sx = f. This completes the proof. 
It is well known that T is b-strongly accretive if and only if (I - T) is h-strongly pseudocon- 
tractive. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that we get the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that X is a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X + X is a 
demicontinuous &strongly pseudocontractive operator. Assume that {u~}~=~, {w~},“,~ are se- 
quences in X and {a,}:=,, {bn}zZO are sequences in [0, l] satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Then the 
sequence {xCn}~& defined for arbitrary z E X by 
yn = (1 - b,)z, + b,Tx, + u,, n 1 0, 
x,+1 = (I- G)X, + a,%, + u,, rL 2 0, 
converges strongly to the fixed point of T provided that (3.4) holds. 
PROOF. Let S = I - T and f = 0. It is easy to verify that S is a demicontinuous h-strongly 
accretive operator. Lemma 2.1 means that the equation Sx = 0 has a unique solution q E X. 
That is, T has a unique fixed-point q in X. Observe that TX = f + (I - S)x for all 2 E X. Thus, 
Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 3.1. This completes the proof. 
Dropping the demicontinuity of T, we obtain the following results. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that X, {u,}rYO=,, {v~}:=~, {~~}r&, {a,}:=,, and {b,}FTO are as in 
Theorem 3.1, T : X -+ X is &strongly accretive and the equation TX = f has a solution q in X. 
Then {x,,},M=~ converges strongly to the unique solution q of the equation TX = f provided 
that (3.23) is satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that X, {u~};=~, {v~}~&, {xn}rZO, {a,}:_,, and {b,}zEO are as in 
Theorem 3.2 and T : X + X is &strongly accretive and the equation x +Tx = f, has a solution q 
in X. Then {x~}~~~ converges strongly to the unique solution q of the equation x + TX = f 
provided that (3.23) is fulfilled. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that X, {u~}~&, {z)~}~?_-,, {xCn}rZo, {a,},“,o, and {b,}~?.O are as in 
Theorem 3.3 and T : X ---t X is &strongly pseudocontractive and T has a fixed-point q in X. 
Then {x~}~~~ converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T provided that (3.4) holds. 
REMARK 3.1. Theorems 3.1-3.6 extend, improve and unify Theorems 1 and 2 of [l], Theorems 7, 
8, 11, and 12 of [2], and Theorem 1 of [3] in the following sense. 
The Mann iteration method in [2], the Ishikawa iteration method in [l-3] are replaced by 
the more general Ishikawa iteration method with errors introduced by Liu [12]. 
The hypotheses that both (1 - T) in [1,3] and T in [2] h ave bounded ranges are replaced 
by the more general conditions (3.4) and (3.23). 
The assumption that a, 5 b, in [3] is superfluous. 
The Lipschitz strongly accretive operators in [l] and the continuous strongly accretive 
operators in (2,3] are replaced by the more general demicontinuous &strongly accretive 
operators. 
REMARK 3.2. The iteration parameters {a,}zZO and {b,}rCO in Theorems 3.1-3.6 do not de- 
pend on any geometric structure of the underlying Banach space X or on any property of the 
operator T. A prototype for {r~,}~=~ and {bn}rFO in our theorems is 
for all n 2 0. 
REMARK 3.3. The following example shows that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 extend indeed the corre- 
sponding results in [l-3]. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X = (-00, co) with the usual norm. Define an operator T : X + X by 
Iterative Solutions 633 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that X is p-uniformly smooth. It is easily seen that both T is 
continuous and R(T) is unbounded. 
Observe that for all s,y E X, 
(TX - TY, J(a: - Y)) L ; /lx - Y((‘, (3.24) 
if and only if 
which is equivalent to 
l/x-yll 5 Il.-y+t[(,-~,)x-(T-~()lll, t>O (3.25) 
by Lemma 2.5. In order to prove that T is strongly accretive, that is, (3.24) holds, we have to 
check that (3.25) is fulfilled. Now we consider six possible cases. 
CASE 1. Let z, y E (-03, -1) and t > 0. Then 
CASE 2. Let z,y E [-1,0) and t > 0. Then 
CASE 3. Let 5, y E [0, oo) and t > 0. Then 
~~.-Y+t[(,+)x- b-+1/= (I+;,) lb-Yll 2 Ila:-Yll. 
CASE 4. Let 2 < -1, y E [-l,O), and t > 0. Then 
> lb - YII. 
CASE 5. Let z < -1, y E [O,co), and t > 0. Then 
CASE 6. Let z E [-l,O), y E [O,co), and t > 0. Then 
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Hence, (3.25) is satisfied. That is, T is strongly accretive. Note that 
implies that T is not Lipschitz. Thus, the corresponding results in [l-3] are unapplicable. 
It is easy to verify that {Tz~}~!~ and {Ty,}go are bounded, where {z,}~!~ and {Y~}:.~ 
are as in (3.3) or (3.22). Consequently, all the assumptions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are fulfilled. 
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